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has been our practice to reply
to all queries by post when accompanied by a stamped envelope,
whereas all other answers have
Dsh been given in our columns devoted
23
to the purpose. As this will probably be the last number which we

“

shall edit,

it occurred

to us

that

a

list of paragraph notes upon general subjects
might be the means of supplying information
to many who would otherwise have sent direct
queries.
We have also embodied
in the
following paragraphs several answers to queries
which would otherwise have had to appear in
‘‘ Notes and Queries” column.

A good portrait lens is suitable for a lantern
objective, but the lens supplied with the
generality of lanterns will not answer for
photographic purposes, the reason for this
latter being that the foci of the actinic and
visual rays do not coincide.

When using a reflector with, say, an oil lamp
it should be of such a curvature and placed at
such a distance from the flame that when the
rays of light fall upon it they should be directed
back again to the illuminant before passing
through the condenser.
Many double condensers which do not
properly illuminate the slide they are intended
to do can be improved by unscrewing the two
parts so as to separate them a little more.
When using a push-through carrier much
trouble may be avoided in focusing if the carrier
be provided with a couple of weak springs so
placed in the groove that the slides will be
pressed towards the condenser side. Ordinary
watch spring is excellent for this purpose.

practically useless.
When
the water gets
heated beyond a certain state minute bubbles
make their appearance, which necessitates the
changing of the water.
Glycerine, however,
will keep clear up to a much higher temperature...

A question often asked is, ‘‘How can I
ascertain the focus of any particular objective?”
This can be ascertained with sufficient accuracy
as follows :—-Pin a sheet of note-paper on the
wall facing the window of a room, hold the lens
a short distance in front and move it slowly
away from the paper until any distant object
(such as the chimney pots of a house across the
street) is sharply depicted upon the sheet of
paper. Measure by means of a foot rule the
distance between the sheet of paper and a
point half way between the front and back
combinations of the objective, or, in the case of

a single objective, from the lens itself.
Supposing this measures 5 inches, then the lens
is of 5 inches focus.
A dead black varnish is always handy to the
lanternist.
This can be made of vegetable
black, 2 parts; turpentine, 2 parts; gold size,
1 part.
Care
must be taken that it is
thoroughly mixed.
It is always best to paste the slip of paper
containing the title of a slide upside down, as
the slide is placed in the lantern upside down;
so when the slide is in this position the
title will be readable should there be occasion
to refer to it.

Care should always be bestowed upon slides
to see that they are clean.
This applies
especially when the electric light is used, for
any specks of dust upon the slides are then
shown up with great brilliancy.
It is not often nowadays that one has to
make his own oxygen, but if such has to be
made it is well to add a little common salt to

When purchasing a lantern it is well to see
that the back lens of the objective is of sufficient
diameter to ensure it taking in the whole of the
cone of rays passing through the picture, for if
too small, much of the light will be lost.

the mixture, as this makes the oxygen

The front row of seats at a lantern exhibition
should be at least one and a half diameters of

fully over the manganese to see that there
are no foreign particles, else an explosion may
occur.

the picture distant from the screen.
One often hears that alum dissolved in water,
and used in what is called the alum tank, prevents heat rays from passing. Water alone does
equally well, and the addition of the alum is

come

off

more steadily. A good formula is chlorate of
potash, 1 lb.; black oxide of manganese,
4 ounces;

common

salt, 2 ounces.

Look

care-

The following experiment can with advantage
be introduced

in connection

with

any

lantern

exhibition, and will not fail to be well received :—
Take what is known as a lantern slide tank,
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which consists of two pieces of glass separated

but, unfortunately,

by a piece of rubber being laid along three sides ;

increases;

then tightly clamp together, fill it with methylated spirit, and place a drop of aniline dye

light

upon

the

straight

surface.

This will descend

line for a short distance,

then

in a

the size

of the pit soon

and if the lime is not turned

decreases

and

towards the condenser,
known to lanternists.

the

flame

with

the

is inclined

results

too well

divide

in two, each branch again subdividing until
great number of branches are produced.
course, as seen upon the screen the position
reversed, and a fine looking tree in colour
seen growing upwards,

a
Of
is
is

A standard candle-power is the light given
by a sperm candle of six to a pound, burning

at the rate of 120 grains per hour.
Eleven or twelve cubic feet of gas can be
contained in an ordinary gas-bag measuring

40 by 36 by 27 inches.

At one time no limelight jet was considered
of any value unless it was provided with a
platinum tip to the nipple, but since then it has
been found that a solid brass nipple answers
just as well.
Instances are on record where one has used
only a small portion of the contents of a gas
cylinder, yet when again wanted the cylinder
has been found to be empty. Of course, there
was a small leak. In order to make sure that
a cylinder has been properly turned off, spread
a little saliva over the opening by means of the
finger, or pour in a few drops of water, and if

there is the slightest leak, it will be apparent
in the form of a bubble.
It is not advisable to use gum on a slide
binder, for although it may hold for a time, it
is liable to start away from the glass as soon as
it reaches a certain state of dryness. Ordinary
flour paste will adhere with great tenacity.
Although gas-bags are seldom used now, it
may be interesting to note that all those made
in this country had the taps placed at the
wedge end. All those made in America had the
tap at the wide end.
It is supposed by many that the Iris
diaphragm, as supplied to a lens, is patented.
This is not so; anyone can if they choose make
them.
Some lenses were provided with them

A lantern with a shabby appearance, the
French polish well worn, and the brass work
black, is capable of giving just as good effects
as a new spick and span one; but the effect
upon the audience, especially when the instrument is in the centre of the hall, is greatly
enhanced in the latter case. Users might take
the hint, and have their apparatus occasionally
«done up equal to new.” It will not cost much,
but it makes all the difference in the takings of
a second exhibition at the same place. Many
dilapidated lanterns are with their owners
touring the country.
In a lantern entertainment appearances have more to do with success
than one might be inclined to think.
When centering a lantern illuminant, if on
the screen there appears a dark central spot,
the light is too near the condenser. If a dark
ring surrounds what should be a clear disc, the
light is too far away. If a half moon sort of
shadow is seen at the lower part of disc,
the light is too high; if at the upper part, too
low, and the same principle applies to shadows

at the sides of the disc.
Stereoscopic

projection

on the screen

has

been done, and ofttimes exhibited publicly ; but

it will not

‘take,’ and much money has in
consequence been lost by those who tried.to
popularise it. There must, of course, be two
pictures taken stereoscopically, and the members of the audience must see only one with
each eye. One method is to project the two
pictures in conjunction with two coloured
glasses placed behind each, say red and green.
Each member of the audience must be provided with

a pair of spectacles,

of which

one

eye is green and the other red.
Another
method is by means of two pictures, so to
speak, superimposed, using a polariser at the
lantern; each of the audience being supplied
with analysers, so that each eye sees only one
picture. The
trouble
is that withous the
necessary appliances being held to the eyes by
each beholder, the stereoscopic effect could, of

about the year 1860.

course, not be seen.
Still, it is a scientific
achievement; but the public will not pay to see

A lime cylinder gives out its best light when
the stream of gas has made a small pit in it;

it. Hence, stereoscopic projection has in the
meantime to take a back seat, perhaps we
shall appreciate it more in years to come.
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Should it at any time be found that it is
impossible
to make
sufficient
connection
between the fittings and a cylinder of compressed gas, owing to the abrasions at the
metallic connecting surfaces, the intervention of
a thin washer of lead will remedy matters.

When employing the wet collodion process,
unless steps be taken to make the film adhere
to the glass, it is not unusual for the film
during the washing process to suddenly leave
the glass and disappear down the sink. To
obviate this inconvenience, before coating the
plates they should be albumenised as follows :—
Beat the white of an egg to a froth, and add
a pint of water; insert a piece of cotton woolin a
funnel, then pour in some of the albumen solu-

It may

will run

over the plate, driving the water before it.
Place in a rack till dry, then coat with collodion
as required.
The film will never part from the
glass during the various manipulations.
Bells, knocks, ‘‘ next slide, please,’
used

aS

a

means

of

the next slide from

cells or cell bound, the heat from the illuminant

communication

the box to make

sure

that

all was right.

that gas

will cause the glass to expand and the condenser to crack. In many American lanterns
the glasses are merely held in position by three
spring clips secured to the brass mount.

coloured

between the lecturer and operator when it was
reguired to change a slide; but perhaps the
neatest device which we have witnessed was
some years ago, when the operator had a small
electric lamp placed close to the box containing the slides.
By means of a small
accumulator and some wire provided with a
push, the lecturer simply brought the latter into
play, and kept the light on for a few seconds.
As soon as the light appeared the operator
changed the slide, and was also enabled to scan

known

The lenses of a condenser should always be
so mounted in their cells that when shaken they
will rattle. If they be secured tightly in their

light at desk, and various other devices have
been

be generally

with gas than when empty.
If one has a
metal ring, which will only just go on the
cylinder when empty, it cannot be placed on
when full.

tion. Take the plates one by one, after having
been thoroughly cleaned, and whilst wet run
the lower end of the funnel along one of the
edges, and incline so that the albumen

not

cylinders are slightly larger when fully charged

|
All rubber tubing in connection with lanterns
should be of the very best; the cheap kind soon
! comes to grief and costs more in the end.

: Some
with

years ago it was the rule to use tubing
an inside

spiral wire, but

experience has

taught that this wire soon rusts and
thereby causing damage to the rubber.

breaks,

From time to time experiments have been
| made with lime obtained both at home and
' abroad, in order to ascertain which gave the
' best results with the oxyhydrogen flame, but it
: is generally admitted that lime obtained from

Announcement slides may be made by means
certain parts of Ireland is as good if not better
of the typewriter, using transparent gelatine . than that obtainable elsewhere, and it is from
paper. The ink will be found to be somewhat ; this source that most lime cylinder makers in
translucent, but this may be obviated if, whilst | Great Britain get their supplies.
the

writing

is fresh,

powdered chalk.

it is dusted

over

with

;

It is important that all dissolving taps should
, occasionally be cleaned to ensure good results.

It would appear at first sight that if house
Yet how seldom does the lanternist think of
gas be compressed in a cylinder, it could be | attending to this. The plug should be removed
used in conjunction with an incandescent gas | once a season, well cleaned and lubricated with
mantle; but the mantle only gives off a respect- | a mere touch of vaseline.
able light for a short time, after which it
rapidly darkens, and its light-giving properties
Brilliant diagrammatic slides may be quickly
fail, leaving little more than a redness.
| prepared if the lanternist will keep a few cover
| glasses, prepared as follows, in his outfit. Make
Pops when using ether saturators
may | a weak solution of Canada balsam in benzine,
generally be traced to too low a pressure of gas. | then pour it over the glasses and allow to dry.
When a saturator is rather tightly stuffed, the
Ordinary ink and pen can be used on this
spring in the regulator at cylinder may require
surface for making either diagrams or announceto be seen to, or a stronger one substituted.
; ments.
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article,

Slide

IV.

SAUNDERS.

which

concludes

the

%

series, deals with a few causes of
failure, and replies to some letters
I have received, which I think are
of general interest.
One correspondent writes :-—‘‘ [I have
followed out instructions in articles and
tried to copy some prints, but find the
negatives very thin and lacking in vigour.
What is the cause, and how can I remedy it?”

It is possible that under-exposure in camera
may be the reason.
Collodion plates require
much longer exposure than dry plates; try
longer exposure and a slight excess of acid in
developer.
If this does not answer, try redeveloping, and for this purpose make up the
following :—
Pyrogallic acid..
Citric acid
a
Distilled water. .
Nitrate of silver
Distilled water..

No.
:

1.

No.
oe

2.

10 gre.
25 ers.
2 ozs.
ia
ae

Pes

20 grs.
2 ozs.

For use mix 4 drachm of each, and after
washing plate, pour on and off into measure
glass till sufficient density is obtained; or an
alternative intensifier, which gives a rich
chocolate
colour to negative, is prepared
with :—
Iodine

60 gre.

Water

6 ozs.

The negative, after being fixed and washed,
is immersed in this until it attains a lemon
colour throughout.
After washing, place it in
bath made with :—
Sulphite potassium
Water
..
ea

6 grs.
6 ozs.

145.

Lines in Direction of the Dip are caused
by allowing the film to get too dry before
immersing in bath.
Silver Stains on Film.—These are caused by
| scum that has accumulated on top of solution
in bath.
A piece of blotting paper drawn
across top of solution or filtering the bath will
remedy this.
|
Pinholes.—You say you well wiped out
| camera and dark slide with a damp cloth, so
that dust is not the cause in this case. Have
you put too much iodide into bath?
This will
sometimes

prove a source of annoyance, and
the only remedy is to dilute bath with water
and make up to strength with silver again.
Filtering the bath sometimes helps.
Image very Thin in Centre of Slide.—From
the appearance of this slide there is evidently a
reflected light somewhere, either in the camera,

whose sides are perhaps not dead black, or the
camera points to a window.
Change the angle,
and reblack the camera inside, when the glare
| spot should disappear.
Bradford.—Your query is too large an order
for both the space in the Journal and my
While writing these articles I have
: leisure.
/ endeavoured to keep clear of all technical
terms, and to make them simple and easy to

follow. You can get the complete chemical
history and process of the baths, etc., from
A Manual of Photography, by J. F. Hardwich
get if possible the 1861 edition), Captain
Abney’s Practice of Photography (before 1880
edition), or the British Journal of Photography
' Almanacs for 1874 to 1877 contain articles by
: the late J. Traill Taylor, all of which will give
you help and information.
Dry Plate Camera.—Decidedly not! If you
value your future negatives you will not use
this for the work.

A modern

camera,

unless

specially made, is useless for collodion work.
You might get a special back and dark slide
made to fit it, but this will cost

more

than

a

or into the stock toning bath described in third
article, when it will rapidly gain in density;

second-hand studio camera of the old school.

after which well wash, dry, and varnish.

diagrams, and subject matter for class teaching.
You will certainly get better results with collodion, both for negatives and slides. The lens I
can recommend from practical experience for
the work you want to dois a 4-plate ‘‘ Cooke,”
Series III. It is about the most perfect lens
you can get tocopy written matter, line diagrams,
ete. The definition it gives and the resulting
slides are superb. Any dealer will get it for
you, or the makers will send you all particulars

Various

Markings

on

the Finished

Slide.—

These are evidently caused by altering the
position of plate when taking it from bath
previous to placing it in dark slide.
The
remedy is obvious. Put the plate in slide in
the same position you take it from the bath,
and the silver solution will not run down as
this has done.
Lines across the Film are caused by hesitation
when immersing plate in bath.

Medico

‘Teacher,

if you write them.

York. — Line

drawings,
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Copying Apparatus for Pictures and Tluminants.—There have been so many articles on
these subjects that I did not’ deem it necessary
to describe the methods for copying prints, etc.
You say you have got the apparatus fixed up |
as I have described in my first article.. Then,
all you have to do to convert it for copying
prints will be to add at one end of bench a box

|

12 by & by 54 inches, with open ends; into
centre top of this bore a hole for tripod screw to
go through, and fix the camera on; next get a
board 2 feet 6 inches by 2 feet, fixed on edge to
another board 2 feet by 11 inches, with two angle
irons L shaped. Those used for shop fittings, one
arm 12 inches long, the other 53 inches, will
answer the purpose; these being square will
ensure the board being upright. Fix two pieces
of 2 by 1 inch stuff underneath to act as guides
to side of bench, and thus keep the matter to
be copied perfectly square with the camera.
The best illuminant is a north light falling on
the picture, but as this is not possible except in
daytime, get a gas fitter to put together a T
piece with tap and attachment
nozzle for
rubber tubing. Into each end screw a 6 inch
tube (iron or brass), and on each end fix swivel

|
|

elbows, which should work from right to left; into

|

the uprights of the swivel, screw two other pieces
of tube 6 inches long to carry two Welsbach
burners and mantles. Fix this with staples to a
board 2 feet by 1liaches, with guide rods underneath. All that now remains is to attach this
to a nozzle on your gas bracket with rubber
tubing, and you have a copying apparatus with
which you can copy almost anything, and that
will also do for enlarging, at a pinch.
In
looking through the Gazetteer for Lundy, I
question if you have the gas laid on there;
so would strongly advise you to invest in a
‘Dreadnaught’ acetylene generator, and get
two jets of two burners each. Attach a Y
piece of tubing to them and the generator, and
you will not only have an illuminant for
copying purposes, but one which will answer
good purpose in the lantern work equal to a
blow-through jet with limelight, and which may
be turned off and left in the same manner as
you would turn off gas.
Varnish.—The resinous precipitate is caused
by bad materials. Take the recipe I gave in
last article to a druggist and oilman and ask
him to make it up; if it precipitates, refuse it,
until he makes it clear.
I have now answered all queries, and in
bringing this series of articles to a close, I can
only hope that the purpose for which they were
written

has

been

accomplished,

viz.,

the

resuscitating the ‘‘ Good Old Wet Collodion.”’

Qi Lane.
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humorous about a subject like this.
The humour, however, is not so

much in the apparent unwillingness
of the youngster to be photographed, as it is in the manifest anxiety
on the part of both mother and photographer that the operation shall be one
y

success..

Of

course,

nothing

short

of

angelic. expressions will satisfy the fond parent,
who thinks her child a cherub; whilst, on the
other hand, the operator is equally anxious for

success, from a financial point of view. As this
is the nineteenth
attempt the anxiety is

intense, but alas!—the result (Fig. V.). More
babies than one; no wonder the photographer
decides to change the wording of his notice on
the wall.
Considering the effects obtained, the construction of this model is comparatively simple,
being chiefly made up of levers and connecting
links. One plain glass is fitted with a recess.

made for its reception in the frame, and upon
this is mounted the foundation parts of the
model, which

consist of three wooden

one under the man’s elbow, another

biocks;

cut to the

shape of 4 (Fig. IV.), forming the baby’s legg
and lower part of the body, and

a third under

the woman’s arm.
The woman’s arm, with the rod, is gut out of

one thin piece of wood, and the bird may be
cut out of thin metal and attached to the rod
by means of a piece of thin wire. If this wire
is twisted around a French nail previous to use
a spring will be made, which will cause the bird
to vibrate on applying the Jeast pressure to the
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rod E actuating the woman’s arm. All the other | at L to the angle plate 3, the latter being
parts of the model are made of thin brass or zinc, | connected to the framework by a stationary
and are fitted togetherin the following manner :— | pivot «x.
Another rod pivoted at mM communicates with the man’s arm
at Nn, the arm turning on a
stationary pivot o fixed in the
wooden block glued to the glass.
It only remains to state the
‘|NO EXTRA Cuarce ;
manner of fitting together the
{2% CHILDREN. |
parts of the baby. As already
mentioned, the lower part of
the child's body is formed by
the block glued to the glass.
The various parts of the baby
are shown in Fig. IV., and by
comparing the reference letters
and figures here shown with
those in Fig. I. and II., it will

be easily understood how they
are to be connected together.
The upper part of the body
turns on a stationary pivot at
x. The arm is pivoted to the
body at y, and the head is
pivoted to the body at 12.
A rod is pivoted to the arm
Reference

now

being

made

to Fig.

I., a | at w,

the

opposite

stationary pivot formed by a screw at A is fixed | a stationary
to the wooden

block glued to the glass.

screw

end

of which

fixed

to

turns

the block.

on

A

The | small link connects the head with the arm, and

arm is pivoted at B to the upright rod H, the opposite end of
which is again pivoted atc to

the lever rE.

The main lever Q

turns on

a stationary pivot Pp,

one

of which

cates

end

communi-

with the child, and the

other end with the photographer and mother.
The main lever just referred
to is shown also in Fig. III.
It is cut out of a piece of
metal this shape, after which
the wing projections are turned
up at the dotted lines at right
angles to the base. The object
of these right angle pieces will
be seen by reference to Figs. I.
Thus £, Q, and

are all pivoted

together at point Dp. & maybe
moved a short distance up or
down without giving motion to
Q, the movement

of E upon

Q

being limited by the turned
up projections F F. From this
it will be seen that the woman’s arm may
be made to move slightly without actuating
any other part of the model, the purpose of
which will be seen later. The rod a is pivoted

9

FIG.2.

©

; finally a long rod vu is pivoted to the child’s
| body atv, and is connected to the main lever Q
' by a pivot at. A spring made of suitable size
| piano wire is attached to the lever Q at R, and
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The spectators will have noticed that
fixed to the framework by a screw at 1. :
critical
moment the child was especially
©
the
by
formed
not
silhouette
the
of
part
The
and they will not be surprised when
wood or metal is represented by opaque paint
applied to the glass, the various objects in the ~ viously made extra slide (Fig. V.) is
SFT

at the

lively,

a prethrown

=O
Notic€

oa)
|

[EXTRA

j

tq !

aes

i

studio being sketched upon the cover glass. It
should be mentioned here that a duplicate of
the metal arm and hand z is painted exactly
By a partial movement of Q
upon the screen.
‘behind or opposite, so that when z is made to
the operator at the camera can be made to
move the painted arm and hand will come into
remove the cap half way and push it on again.
view.
Thus several signals of ‘‘ Now!” can be given
We may now note the method of working.
in the tone of the mother’s voice before the
Having placed the slide in the lantern in the
decided attempt is made, and as often as the
usual position—the scene will be as shown in
photographer defers his attempt, sentiments of
Fig. I.—the lanternist now moves the lever &
regret must seemingly come from the mother’s
backward and forward within the limits set by
lips.
rr.
The mother is thus made to shake the
= OOS
or =
toy bird on the rod, obviously with the intention
of attracting the infant’s attention.
The
Experiences and Adventures of
lanternist shculd at this stage make some apt
remarks simulating the mother’s voice, finishing
a Lecturer’s Life.—No. I.
with the audible signal ‘‘Now!”
The photoBy W. H. GOLDING.
grapher on the screen seemingly hears the
Continued from page 139.
mother’s voice, for he removes the cap from the
lens. This is effected by pulling the lever & |
N one occasion, some 15 years since,
hard enough to cause it to turn on P. The rod
. it was the lot of the writer to travel
-G rising turns J on kK, which in turn pushes M
from the West of Ireland to fulfil an
from left to right, when the hand holding the
engagement in the West Riding of
cap drops. Simultaneously with this action the
Yorkshire;
after which it was
rod u is drawn down, pulling the baby back ,
needful to return immediately in
against the cushion in the chair. The body
order to reach a small town in County
contracts slightly, but the rod from the arm of
Tyrone, situated several miles from the
the child to the lower portion of its body still ,
nearest railway station, and in a very wild and
remaining rigid causes z to turn on y, and the
thinly populated district, at which he was
hand is thrown upwards.
Meanwhile, the link
announced to lecture on the following evening.
‘between the arm and the head is pulled downLeaving the busy Yorkshire city by a midnight
wards, with the result that the latter turns on
train, he was euvabled to reach Stranraer in time
point 12 and the bead is thrown back. As soon
for the steamer leaving that port for Larne at
as the pressure is removed from x the spring s
8 a.m., and after a stay of an hour or two in
causes the whole
to resume
its original
the thriving city of Belfast, to reach a ccuntry
adjustment.
:
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railway station in the western county at 4 p.m.,
Strikes
among
railway
employés,
disonly to find the roads in such a slippery and
organising the traffic and causing many hours’
unsafe condition from the effects of a heavy
delay, have in some cases been responsible for
snowfall followed by severe frost, that no
late arrival at a destination and consequent
wheeled vehicle could venture to traverse them ' disturbance of the arrangements to an extent
in order to convey himself and his apparatus
almost fatal to their success; and more than
to their destination.
Fortunately the teleonce railway mismanagement, or what apgraphic communication was in working order,
peared to be such, has caused or all but caused
and it was possible to inform the managers of
grave disaster.
the institution of the state of affairs, when an
On more than one occasion cylinders of
arrangement was made for the postponement
oxygen gas and other necessary appliances
of the lecture for two or three days; during
have suffered unaccountable delay and failed to
which time the difficulties of transit were
reach their destination in time for use, threateffectually overcome, and the audience re- ' eninga collapse, the blame for which, in the
assembled to hear the lecture and witness the
minds of those disappointed of their expected
dioramic illustrations which accompanied it—entertainment, would by no means have fallen
*so that in this instance, at least, all was well
in the quarter actually responsible for the
that ended well.
mishap, but would have been visited upon the
Once the writer reached a town at which he
unhappy head (or reputation) of the lecturer or
was announced to lecture,
entertainer whose plans had been so completely
and ignominiously frustrated by causes beyond
during a blizzard,
his control.
Happily such consequences have
usually been avoided, though often only with
snow falling and drifting incessantly throughextreme difficulty and at the last moment; and
out the entire day and night. To his agreeable
not once or twice the lecturer, through railway
surprise, these untoward conditions did not
delays and other untoward circumstances, has
prevent the audience assembling, and all
been compelled to face his audience, after many
passed almost as well as if the elements had
hours’ journey and hasty and anxious prebeen more favourable to the enterprise in hand.
paration, without food, or the prospect of
On another occasion he was called upon
obtaining any until long after the evening’s
to visit a coast town in Hampshire, and
Of course,. the
on the following day one in Cornwall, during - engagements were fulfilled.
audience do not know this, and to prevent its
one of the heaviest floods experienced in the
coming to their knowledge always has been,
West of England for many years. The main
aud will be, the lecturer's special care; but the
lines of railway were completely blocked ia
circumstances occur nevertheless, as all know
various directions, passengers were spending a
who have had professional experience in such
cold and cheerless night in railway carriages in
matters, and many an
lonely tunnels and cuttings, remote from food
and fire, journeys usually occupying from 4 to
unsuspected makeshift
7 hours were accomplished with difficulty in 24
to 30, the train service was thoroughly dishas had to be resorted to to do duty in place
organised, and everything seemed to point in
of something which has suffered damage or
the direction
of complete
and _ inevitable
failed to make its appearance at the proper
disaster—a result happily avoided after all.
time.
In yet another instance the writer, after a
Perhaps one of the most
extraordinary
instances of railway mismanagement of which
long journey, found himself in a town on the
shores of the Moray Firth in the month of
the writer has ever been the victim occurred
January, with snow blowing in horizontally
some years Since in the North of England.
He
from the sea, the wind so high that it was
left the city of Wakefield one morning en route
extremely difficult to stand against it, and the
for Kendal, in Westmorland,
a journey inground so slippery from severe frost as to render
volving two or three changes of carriage. The
walking
dangerous
and
at times
almost
officials at the station of departure were unable
impossible. More than once or twice on that
to say at what station the first change would
rockbound and exposed coast has the writer | have to be made, but directed the passenger to
experienced the effects of high winter gales
seek the information further on. This course
and angry waves; while he has seen the same
was followed, with the result that when, after
<oast in the depth of winter under conditions of
several enquiries, he was directed to change,
weather ag calm and genial, and sunshine as
the luggage proved to have been removed from
bright, as in the merry month of May.
the train at a previous station, and was nowhere
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lights, and his pictures must be more
brilliant than yours, since you seem only to
| have two’; these wiseacres being in blissful
| ignorance
that the optical and not the
instrument
of the
characters
mechanical
determine its capabilities, and that lanterns of
until, two or three hours later, one of the
packages was recognised in the luggage van of a
a bi-unial or triple form are used alternately, and
are not all concentrated upon a single picture.
train proceeding northwards, in which the others
Tt has never occurred to the writer to send a
were supposed to have been deposited.
So far
all appeared well, but on their removal from the _ bag of mixed oxygen and hydrogen gases by
railway’to meet him at a certain station, and to
train the box containing the lantern was found
to be missing and nothing was known as to its
have it blown to pieces, with much damage
whereabouts.
Through the courtesy of the
to the station windows and alarm to the.
officials, through the curiosity of an officious
station-master the company’s telegraph line
porter who turned on the tap and
was again freely employed, and onthe following
day the missing package made its appearance, |
applied a light,
having been returned from Liverpool, to which ©
city this box, destined for Kendal, had been
a mishap which befel a well-known lecturer
forwarded for some reason unknown, while the
of his
acquaintance,
who
remarked
on
others which had been already recovered,
telling the story, ‘‘The worst of it was that I
never could get any compensation from the
separated from their companion, had apparently
visited other stations far out of their proper
railway company for destroying my gas-bag.”
route before being placed in the right direction.
He has, however, had a bag of oxygen go astray
The cause remains a mystery to this day, but
on its travels, and after enquiry, has had it
returned, several days late and carefully emptied
the lecture was delivered and the
and folded up. On one occasion the porter or
illustrations shown
“boots” of a hotel in the North of England
at the proper time, notwithstanding
the
enquired whether he might not ‘let the wind
out of the bag,” as it would be much more
mishap, through the kind assistance of local
easily packed or carried.
ae who were able to supply the ‘missing
The writer, as one of the results of his exink.
The caretakers of halls and lecture rooms
perience, would strongly recommend all lanternists to arrive as early as possible at the
are for the most part civil and obliging, so far

to be seen, though he was assured that it would

| three

rejoin him at a later stage of the journey and
be forwarded safelyto its destination. Enquiries
by telegraph from various stations as to what
had become of it elicited no definite information,

as the writer’s 4xperience of them is concerned,

though occasionally one has been met with who
was less courteous than his fellows, and showed
little inclination to be put out of his accustomed routine, or to sanction

not altogether customary.

any arrangement

These functionaries,

especially in small places or schoolrooms connected with churches, are sometimes apt to
think that precisely the same arrangements are
equally suited to the needs of all comers, and
will point out the positions to be occupied by
the screen and the apparatus, because these
have been adopted by some previous lecturer or
operator whose lenses were of a different focus
from those it was proposed to use, or whose
screen was of different dimensions or required
another mode of erection ; while the supply of
a ladder or other appliance not called for on
former occasions was
regarded as neither
necessary nor desirable. Some persons, too, seem
to entertain strange notions as to the use and
capability of the apparatus employed, on which
they will comment freely, remarking, ‘‘ Mr. Soand-So’s lantern is much more powerful than
yours, it is much

larger,” or, ‘ Mr.

scene

of

their

labours,

opportunity of making

so

as

to

have

the

the necessary arrange-

ments by daylight, especially if visiting a
building for. the first time. This will enable
them to overcome any difficulty or delay which
— may unexpectedly present itself, without undue
haste or risk of being pressed for time.
All halls and lecture rooms are not, however,

available very early in the day, and it is well
to know

beforehand

whether

this is the case,

- and whether ladders, tables, and other appliances
for erecting the screen or placing the apparatus
The writer
© are at hand or readily obtainable.
; has sometimes had to lecture in buildings used
as schoolrooms, or for other purposes, during the
day, or even the earlier part of the evening, and

has been unable to gain accesss to them until
an hour which left barely time for the needful
of the
arrangements before the admission
audience.
The success of a scientific lecture especially
|
often depends largely on the careful adjustment
of delicate instruments and appliances, which
may occupy some hours before they can be
uses | fit for convenient use, and many a brilliant
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demonstration has been imperfectly carried out,
or altogether spoiled, for want of the time for
proper preparation beforehand.
Those who employ the ‘“ blow-through ” form
of burner in the oxyhydrogen lantern, or who
are otherwise dependent on the local gas
supply, will do wisely to ascertain beforehand
whether it is to be found on the premises, and
whether the fittings are conveniently placed for
connection to be made.
Sometimes this is not
the case, and the pressure may prove to be
very feeble, or the nearest gas fitting very
inconveniently situated and requiring
special

means
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but this is not the practice of all institutions,
and it is as well to know this beforehand, since

much inconvenience and unpleasantness may
be caused by the fee not being forthcoming.
It is not given to all lecturers to carry unlimited.
funds with them when travelling professionally,
nor can they always follow the example of the
late Professor Pepper, who invariably refused
to leave the building until his fee was paid, and
insisted upon its production if any proposal to
remit it later was made.
Nor can they all
imitate the still more drastic procedure of a.
well-known journalist and special correspondent,
who, foreseeing some difficulty or dispute upon
this point, demanded payment of his fee before
commencing to speak, and upon his demand
not being acceded to, instantly quitted the

of reaching it, which are not always at
hand or readily obtained.
Some buildings are
lighted only by oil lamps, and many are now
building, and shortly afterwards the town, on
fitted with electric light, and in these the gas
his return to London, leaving the promoters
supply may be conspicuous only by its absence,
of the meeting with a hall crowded by an
as the writer has more than once found to
expectant audience, with whom they had to
be the case, to his great inconvenience. It once
make their peace as best they could—a course
occurred to him to visit a small village in a
of action in which he was fully sustained by a
remote part of one of the northern counties,
court of law to whose decision the matter was
with which he had no previous acquaintance.
eventually referred.
He had had considerable correspondence with
“Misfortune,” we are sometimes told, ‘‘ makes.
the institution engaging him, and had made | us acquainted with strange bedfellows,” and
alterations in date and other details to meet
certainly travelling not unfrequently brings us.
the convenience of its committee.
Eventually
into contact with strange companions.
It was
he was met at a railway station a little short
the writer’s lot on one occasion to travel from
of the destination by the chairman of the
Cork to Dublin by the night mail train in the
evening, who invited him to be his guest for
company of a person who talked of tenant
the night, kindly promising to convey him to | right in a wild and incoherent manner throughand from the place of meeting.
Just before
out a long moonlight night.
In another

the time for starting, a casual reference to the

gas supply of the lecture room elicited the
alarming information that no such supply
existed in the place.
Fortunately an empty
gas-bag was at hand, and this was at once
attached to a fitting in the

chairman’s

house,

where it filled very slowly, causing considerable
delay. The evening proved to be frosty and
the roads very slippery, causing further loss of
time, and eventually the building, a small

schoolroom, was reached much

later than had

been anticipated. After the close of the proceedings the writer was coolly asked how much
reduction of fee he proposed to allow for not
arriving earlier and for accepting the chairman’s
invitation and guidance. He naturally declined
to make any such deduction, and it was not
until after much discourteous language on the
part of the representatives of the society, and
a threat of prompt and peremptory legal proceedings on his own part, that a settlement
was arrived at.
It is, of course,

usual

to pay

lecturer’s fees

immediately after the close of the proceedings,

instance he had for a
travelling

companion

during a night journey a man who appeared
restless and uneasy, with a somewhat wild and
| haggard appearance of countenance, like one
who

had

suffered

from

insomnia,

and

who

confided to the other occupants of the compartment the disquieting information that if he
were an hour or two late in arriving at his
destination the police would be upon his track.
The eccentric and sometimes offensive proceedings of intoxicated or partially intoxicated
fellow passengers, male and female, may be
passed over with little comment, but the
writer once met on board a Windermere lake
steamer a man, apparently a cattle-dealer, who
was put on board by friends or companions just
as the vessel left the pier or landing-stage, and
who proved to be in a state of intoxication so.
complete as to be quite incapable of realising
his whereabouts, and who supposed himself to
be on the Lakes of Killarney. This man, who
was found by the captain of the vessel to be in
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possession of a large sum

incautiously displayed, was shortly afterwards
observed to be removing bis boots and outer
garments, and being asked what he was doing
replied that he was “going to bed.” Had he
not been noticed he would evidently have gone
to bed over the side of the vessel into 60 or

70 feet of water within a few moments, with a

very remote prospect of ever awaking on this
side of the grave.
But perhaps the most extraordinary travelling
companion within the
writer's

experience

was encountered many years since between
Rugby and Birmingham, in the shape of a person

possessing the dress, but not the appearance or

manners, of a lady, who entered the carriage at

or near Coventry, and who, though not herself
unencumbered with parcels and other impedimenta, complained loudly of the inconvenience

caused by the luggage of other lady passengers
who were already seated. An elderly gentleman
of venerable appearance and wearing a long
white beard of patriarchal proportions, remonstrated in indignant but bantering terms with
the intruder, and was met by her with enquiries
whether he ‘called himself a gentleman,”
whether he ‘paid for his ticket,” and other
pleasant personalities. Eventually she addressed
him as a ‘nasty old nanny-goat,” an epithet
which he received with unruffled temper, and
On the arrival
met with withering sarcasm.
of the train at’: Birmingham this ornament to
her sex complained to her husband, who awaited
her coming, of having been insulted, whereupon
the venerable object of her abuse related the
story of her conduct, and the complimentary
and flattering epithet which she had applied to
This, being fully confirmed by the
himself.
testimony of the present writer, ended the
conversation, and the happy pair took their
departure, much to the satisfaction of all
concerned.
Such are a few of the more striking reminiscences of the lecturer’s life. Some of them have
caused uneasiness and
inconvenience
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In our last issue a letter appeared from Mr. Jas.
Benson Osborne in which he asked under what circumstances a set of lantern slides could be spoken of as an
original set.
We have received several interesting letters upon this
subject, but owing to want of spacc cannot publish them.
However, we have carefully gone over them and arranged
them, and taking the majority of answers to the six
questions they figure out as follows :—
‘A set of slides cannot be termed an original set when
such can ba hired from different dealers, nor when they
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negatives

made

from

illustrations,

nor when

from one set of negatives slides from which have been
| made and supplied to dealers; but when only one set of
slides has been taken from certain negatives these could
be justly termed an original set, no matter how often the
set is exhibited.

The two last questions asked have apparently been of
too puzzling a nature, for these have both been given up
except by one reader from Blackpool, who says with

reference to the sixth question: ‘A great deal depends
upon what constitutes an original slide, but in my opinion
it is this :—Where a set of slidea is made from negatives

which are taken exclusively for the person requiring
them and kept by that person for his own sole right and
use, then such could be considered an original set.”
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Those correspondents who do not sind their questions
answered in this column are referred to the first article in
ar
this issue, where we have embodied answers to their particul
queries anong ‘ Chatty Pars.”

Y. Littlejohn.—Lanterns with hinged fronts, which
open like a door, are made and supplied to the trade
Any dealer can obtain
under the name of “ Bessus.”

one for you, if he has none in stock.
R. 4.—(1) For various methods of connecting up the

tubing for triple lanterns see back numbers;
will find it fully described, with illustrations.

there you
(2) Three

4-way taps by preference ; turn them slowly.
.— the average jet burniog methylated
SubscriberWith
get
spirit, with oxygen from cylinder, you cannot
gufficient illumination to project cinematographic pictures
gases
on a large scale; use & good mixed jet and both
You will also require a regulator on
from cylindere.
each cylinder.
C. F. Pointon (New Zealand).— Sorry we cannot insert
your letter for want of space.
WV. Butler.—The Dreadnaught acetylene generator ig
quite satisfactory. Re ‘‘O1l" write to Mr. W. Stocks,

but they dwell in the memory merely as
incidents of travel which have left no sting
behind. They may possibly serve to beguile a
High Street, Rye, Sussex.
tedious hour or to furnish useful hints for future
J. Dixon.—If you send a stamped envelope (see private
guidance, and in the hope that they may serve
they
|
on first page) with your letter it will be addressed
table,
address
unaccep
wholly
some purpose not
to Mr. Golding, but we canrot give addresses
sent
and
are submitted to the readers of the OrricAL
.
without permissic n.
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SPECIAL.

J. BONNEVILLE,

Optical Lanterns, with 4 inch Compound Condensers and
Three-wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-Wick Lamps, 24/-. Handpainted Slides from 4d.; Splendidly coloured 34 by 33 Slides
m sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6. |Full-sized
Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 7d.
each or 6/6 per doz.
Leywer Action Slides from 1/6 each.
Rackwork

Slides

(including

chromatropes),

2/6 each.

Best

quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes,
$e: extra Discs from 6d. per pair. “Lightning” double-carrier
‘ames, from 1/- each.
Slides for small Lanterns from 5d. per
dogen. New Catalogue gratis and post free.

ROBERT
Wibolesale

H. CLARK,

Please

mention

HERTS.
this Journal

of Limelight

Apparatus.

Blow-through Jets from 7/6. Mixed Jets from 8/6,
Equal to the Best.
Repairs to Lanterns and Cinematographs.
Wheel cutting for Cinematographs and other purposes.

208, ST. JOHN STREET,

Optician,

ROYSTON,

Maker

when

CLERKENWELL,
corresponding

with

E.C.

Advertisers.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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|

Brotwunie Kodak.
The

No. 2

rownie.

No. 2 BROWNIE
GIVING

PICTURES

Price

33 by 2} INCHES.

10/- only.

FINDERS FOR BOTH VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL VIEWS.
SET OF THREE STOPS.
NEW AND CONVENIENT SPOOL-HOLDING DEVICES.
IMPROVED NON-DETACHABLE WINDING KEY.
CONVENIENT STRAP HANDLE.
EVERSET TIME-AND INSTANTANEQUS SHUTTER.
LOADED AND UNLOADED IN DAYLIGHT.
NO LOOSE PARTS TO BE LOST OR MISLAID.
LIGHT.

COMPACT.

EFFICIENT.

Notw on sale by all photographic

KODAK,

Ltd. peduced: 43 Clerkenwell Rd., London,

W 10lesale aad Retail Branches:
Retail Branches:
171-173

z

dealers or of

96 Bold Street, LIVERPOOL,

59 Brompton
R:zent

Road, S.W.;

Street

W.;

and

60 Cheapside,
40 West

E.C.

& 72-74 Buchanan Street, GLASGOW
E.C.;

Strand,

«15 Oxford Street, W.;

London,

W.C.

Avenue de l'Opéra 5.
Place Vendome 4
Rue d’ Argenteuil 6.
Paris: Eastman Kopak Société Anonyme Frangaise.
Friedrich Strasse 19:.
Berun: Kopak Gesellschaft m.b.H., Friedrich Strasse 16.
59.
Cour
la
Montagne de
Brussets: Konak, Ltp., Rue du Fossé aux Loups 36.
Vienna: Kopak, Lrp., Graben 29.
Sr. Peterssurc: Kopak, Ltp., Bolschaja Konjuschennaja 1.

Mertsourxe:
Rocuuster,

Konak, Lrp., 284 Collins Strect.
Eastman Kodak Co.

Moscew : Kopak, Ltp., Petrovka, Dom Michalkoff,
Mian: Socreta Konak, ro Via Vittore Pisani.

NewYork
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